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DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME
This survey is optional. In no way and no circumstance can affect your grade,
even if you write offensive comments.

For each question, please circe one or more or none of the choices given.

1 Material, speed, course organization

1. Generally the pace and the details are right

2. We are not covering enough material

3. We are covering too much material

4. Pace is too fast

5. Pace is too slow

6. We spent too much time on obvious details

7. We should spend more time on details

8. Class is well organized: logistics, website, timing

9. Logistics not good: material out of order, TAs unaware of what/who/where is going on

10. Website/communication is not well thought of

11. Timing of assignments is poor

2 Lectures and instructor

1. Lectures are clear, good explanations, good notes/slides, good examples (coding)

2. Lectures slides are not clear

3. Lectures slides have omissions

4. Examples are too hard

5. Examples are too easy

6. Examples are done too fast, should take more time

7. Example code posted is hard to understand after class

8. Instructor speaks well, he looks knowledgeable



9. Instructor speaks poorly

10. Instructor appears to not know the material

11. Questions in class are handled properly

12. Questions in class are not answered properly

13. Explanations on board are about right

14. Explanations on board are hard to get

15. Generally, I enjoy the lectures, they are fun

16. I have other classes with more enjoyable lectures

17. I hate these lectures

3 HWs, Labs, Exams, TAs

1. Labs work is right, and TA help during Lab sessions is appropriate

2. Labs are too hard

3. Labs are too easy

4. Labs are right, but need more time

5. TA help on labs is poor

6. TAs dont seem to know how to solve the problems

7. TAs dont seem to know enough C++

8. HWs are two hard

9. HWs are ok, but need more time

10. HWs are ok, but need more help

11. HW questions are generally answered appropriately and in time fashion

12. HW questions are answered well, but takes too long to get the answer

13. HW questions are not answered well

14. Quiz was too hard

15. Quiz was easy

16. Quiz was OK, but I needed more time

17. Quiz looks OK, but I didn’t know some of the material
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